This market-leading resource in holistic nursing is published in cooperation with the American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNA).

Each chapter is revised and updated by contributors from the best-selling Fifth Edition, as well as new thought leaders from the field of holistic nursing. Chapters begin with Nurse Healer Objectives that are divided into theoretical, clinical, and personal subject areas, and then conclude with Directions for Future Research and Nurse Healer Reflections to encourage readers to delve deeper into the material and reflect on what they have learned in each chapter.

Features & Benefits
* Chapters begin with Nurse Healer Objectives that are divided into theoretical, clinical, and personal subject areas
* Chapters conclude with Directions for Future Research to generate interest in relevant research topics, and Nurse Healer Reflections to encourage readers to reflect on the subject matter that they learned in each chapter
* Definitions, case studies, lists, and poems are included throughout the chapter to guide students through each subject area
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